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The palmaris longus muscle (PLM) is considered to be a phylogenetically degenerate muscle. For many authors, this may be the cause of its great variability.
The loss of function in the PLM makes it an important muscle in plastic and
reconstructive surgery. During a study of PLM agenesis rate in the Hungarian
population, a 22-year-old female showed an unusual pattern of muscles in her
left forearm, which was found to be a hypertrophied PLM. The hypertrophied
muscle was causing symptoms of median and ulnar nerve compression. (Folia
Morphol 2015; 74, 2: 262–264)
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INTRODUCTION

Unfortunately, different variations and anomalies of the PLM may be the cause of pathologies
of the forearm, like median or ulnar nerve compression. The literature review showed that the
pathologies mentioned above primarily develop
in cases when the muscular part of the PLM is
located distally, and that if this is accompanied
by another anomaly like bifid muscle, accessory
muscle, hypertrophy of the muscular part then the
chance of the development of the pathology seems
even higher [1, 4, 8, 15, 21, 22, 25].
According to literature review, the following variations and anomalies of the PLM may cause pathologies of the forearm: reverse PLM, reverse PLM with
multiplication of muscular part (bifid, or 3-headed
PLM), accessory PLM, accessory muscles taking their
origin from the tendinous part of the PLM [4, 8, 10,
15, 16, 18, 21, 22, 25].
All the facts mentioned above serve as evidence
for the importance of all possible information regarding the variations, anomalies and pathologies
caused by PLM in orthopaedics, plastic, and reconstructive surgery.

By many authors, the palmaris longus muscle
(PLM) is described as a phylogenetically degenerate
muscle, since the human hand can perfectly function
even with the complete absence of the muscle. This
is probably one of the main reasons for its great variability and frequent absence. The human hand can
function perfectly without this muscle and thus its
absence or variation in shape and structure usually
doesn’t affect the proper function of the hand [3].
The PLM is currently one of the most variable muscles
in the human body; its described variations include:
agenesis, the most frequent anatomical variation
[17], reversed PLM [19], double PLM [12], variation
in location [17], and many others.
The loss of function of the PLM and its superficial location, easy accessibility and the fact that the
muscle is fully developed at birth and can be used as
tendon donor muscle in any age group, make it the
first-choice donor muscle for tendon grafts in plastic
and reconstructive surgery, and have also allowed it
to become one of the most variable muscles in the
human body [2–6, 23, 24].
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Figure 1. The hypertrophied palmaris longus muscle protruding on the forearm of the patient.

The article presents a case report of PLM hypertrophy, according to searches done in Google Scholar
and PubMed; this is a quite uncommon anomaly of
the PLM.

tion, they suggest that the hypertrophied PLM could
have caused not only median but also ulnar nerve
compression. This seemed very likely since the distal
part of the muscles didn’t follow the usual course of
the PLM through the medial part of the wrist, but
was shifted ulnarly.
Because of the symptoms described above the
patient was advised to visit a specialist. Unfortunately,
the patient stated that she wouldn’t visit doctor or
participate in any invasive procedures because of her
religious views.

Case report
A study on the prevalence or absence of the
PLM was carried out among Hungarian students in
Budapest. One of the examined students (a 22-year-old female) showed an unusual pattern of muscles
in her left forearm (Fig. 1). During a more detailed
visual examination and palpation done while the
patient was performing the Thompson’s et al. [23],
Schaeffer’s [20], Pushpakumar’s et al. [14], Mishra’s 1,
Mishra’s 2 [11], Gangata’s [7] and Hiz-Ediz et al. [9]
tests, it was established that the patient had
hypertrophy of the PLM. The muscle appeared as
a strong protrusion under the skin of the left forearm.
A short 2 cm-long tendinous part could be palpated
over the flexor retinaculum, which was followed
by a very strong muscular part that could be easily
palpated all the way to the middle of the upper
quarter of the forearm.
During the examination the patient showed
symptoms of median nerve compression: she complained about a twinge in the middle and index
finger and wrist, and also about her inability to
flex the fingers of the left hand properly in to a fist
because of pain. The patient also mentioned an occasional but constantly reoccurring pain in the ring
and little finger during certain activities. Though
these problems didn’t occur during the examina-

Discussion
During the investigation of the described case,
there was no opportunity to examine the patient
with ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging or
computed tomography, so we can only rely on the
results of visual evaluation and palpation. Though
the patient most likely had PLM hypertrophy, since
the PLM has a large number of variations it would
be unwise to exclude some other variations of the
muscle. In literature we can find certain cases which
produce similar pathologies or analogous shapes to
those which were described in this case. The article
by Paraskevas et al. [13] describing a failure of PLM
duplication appears to be a case similar to this one.
Zeiss and Jakab [26] describe the case of an anomalous muscle originating from the PLM tendon, in which
the patient shows very similar symptoms to this one.
In the report presented by Acikel et al. [1] a reversed
3-headed and hypertrophied PLM with an extension
of Guyon’s canal causes effort-related compression
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of median and ulnar nerves — in the present case
both the look and the symptoms were very similar
to this finding.
Unfortunately many of the variations of the PLM
have a negative influence on the functionality of hand
by causing nerve compression and thus producing
unpleasant and painful symptoms [1, 4, 5, 8, 10, 15,
16, 18, 21, 22, 25], as happened in this case. Usually
symptoms caused by different variations of the PLM
can be relieved, but only in the cases in which the
patient agrees to treatment.
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